18 papers identified
9 papers rejected from abstract
3 papers obtained and rejected
6 papers accepted

15 papers cited in epidemiology section
13 papers rejected as not new or relevant
2 new papers accepted

5 papers cited in section on lung cancer
5 papers previously accepted

2 new papers identified
2 rejected from abstract

354 papers identified
350 rejected from abstract as not new or relevant
4 papers obtained and rejected

54 papers identified
54 rejected from title as not new or relevant

103 papers identified
103 rejected from abstract as not new or relevant

405 papers identified
404 rejected from title as not new or relevant
1 paper obtained and rejected

1200 papers identified
1200 rejected from title as not new or relevant

16 papers examined (8 accepted, 8 obtained and rejected)
2 further papers obtained and rejected

2172 titles or abstracts screened
18 examined as of potential relevance
8 accepted